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About ATSA

ATSA is an Australian company 
with a growing international 
reputation. Focused on 
the design and servicing of 
technologies used in harsh 
environments, ATSA provides 
specialised products and 
services to a wide range 
of military and civilian 
organisations.

ATSA has a proven record 
working with demanding 
customers including the Royal 
Australian Navy, Thales Naval, 
Raytheon and ASC Shipbuilding. 
We partner with recognised 
technology leaders including 
Saab Underwater Systems, 
Seaeye Marine and MacArtney.

With every job we strive to build  
on our achievements, improve 
our processes and build success  
with our partners.

This synergistic approach to 
what we do flows on into every 
aspect of our operations, from 
consultancy and product design, 
to manufacturing and delivery, 
through to after-sales service 
and technical support.

As a result, our world-class 
services and products are 
second to none. This has placed 
ATSA as one of Australia’s 
leading engineering firms.
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ATSA Profile

History
ATSA is a wholly owned Australian company incorporated in 2000 and 
headquartered in Newcastle, on the eastern seaboard of Australia. Co-founded 
by Darren Burrowes and Neil Hodges, the business commenced operations with 
a focus on the design and repair of electrical and mechanical equipment with 
applications specific to advanced defence systems.

Its first major contract centred on whole-of-life service and technical support 
of the Saab mine disposal system implemented in the Royal Australian Navy’s 
Minehunter fleet. ATSA now has a proven track record with globally recognised 
companies such as Saab Underwater Systems, Thales Australia, Raytheon 
Australia and ASC Pty Limited.

From those beginnings, ATSA has grown in capacity and extended its capability 
to service the broad range of high technology engineering disciplines of the 
Defence, Industrial/Mining and Marine markets.

Current Capability
More than a conventional maintenance contractor, ATSA can keep complex 
electro-mechanical systems functioning properly over decades of in-service 
operations in harsh environments. This is the appeal to Technology leaders and 
Original Equipment Manufacturers.

Quality System
ATSA maintains an ISO9001 Quality Management System which is tailored to 
meet its business needs and exacting customer requirements. Independent 
system auditing is conducted by SAI Global to verify compliance with the 
International Standard.

The inherent continuous improvement regime within the quality system is core to 
ATSA’s values and business disciplines.

ATSA Defence Services

Complex systems + harsh environments  
+ through-life servicing 

= ATSA’s expertise and passion

Quality 
ISO 9001
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People and Facilities

Executive Staff
Darren Burrowes

Darren is ATSA’s Engineering Director, having key responsibility for engineering, 
systems/software design, configuration/integration management and quality.

Darren has served eleven years in the Royal Australian Navy including sea time in 
Guided Missile Destroyers. He held two specialist roles firstly as Systems Engineer 
on the successful ANZAC Ship (Saab 9LV 453 Command and Control System) 
and then as Command and Control Systems Manager on the Minehunter Coastal 
Projects.

Since 1994, Darren has further specialised on unmanned underwater systems and 
this has included wide experience over all aspects of design, specification, test 
and trials.

Through membership of IEEE Oceanic Engineering Society and the Systems 
Engineering Society of Australia, Darren maintains a keen professional interest in 
the theory and practice of systems engineering and its application to the design of 
unmanned underwater vehicles.

Darren holds a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electrical Engineering from 
University of New South Wales and a Master of Business Administration. In 2009 
Darren was elected as a Fellow of the Institution of Engineers Australia.

Neil Hodges

As ATSA’s Operations Director, Neil has prime responsibility for servicing, 
manufacturing, repair and project performance. His background stems from 
the Royal Navy in Hunt Class Minesweeper ships, in a career which provided 
extensive mine warfare operational experience in combat situations. 

Neil has Project Management experience through significant roles in defence 
projects. From 1995 to 2001 he was Test and Trials Program Manager for six 
ships constructed for the Royal Australian Navy Minehunter Coastal Projects. 
This program work included an extended series of sea trials for the first-of-class, 
HMAS Huon, together with full-ship shock trials. At Thales Underwater Systems, 
Neil was Project Manager for the $9 million Acoustic Mine Imaging Sonar project, 
a world leading research and development initiative.

Neil is competent Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV) pilot. His technical capability 
is in mine warfare and detection systems. Neil holds a Master of Business 
Administration (Technology Management), an Advanced Diploma in Project 
Management and is a Master Project Director. Neil also holds a Master of 
Business Administration (Technology Management). 
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Key Support Staff
Ian Cruickshank - Principal Consultant, Master Project Director

Ian worked for 23 years as a Marine Engineer in the Royal Australian Navy 
followed by 12 years as a Senior Manager in the Minehunter Coastal Projects. As 
Master Project Director at ATSA, Ian oversees complex defence systems projects 
through to fulfilment. Ian is a Mechanical Engineer, holds a Masters Degree in 
Engineering Science, is a Fellow of the Institution of Engineers Australia and a 
member of the Australian Institute of Project Management.

Jennylee Taylor – Master Project Director

Jennylee holds an advanced diploma in Project Management and is a Master 
Project Director. Her internal responsibilities include ATSA’s processes and 
standards for conduct of project management work and active mentoring 
of ATSA’s project management team. Jenny’s broad experience spans the 
shipbuilding, Defence and commercial environments. 

Curtis Schur – Design Engineer

Curtis is ATSA’s Design Engineer. In this capacity, he has responsibility for all 
engineering design tasks related to the service and support of the customer 
systems, through to creating new design parts, re-manufacturing existing parts, 
designing and producing custom circuit boards and programming microcontrollers 
(such as the Atmel ATmega range of devices). Curtis is a degree-qualified 
Electrical Engineer.

Grant Maddison – Service Manager

Grants holds tertiary qualifications in Electrical, Electronics and Communications 
Engineering. Before joining ATSA as Service Manager, Grant served in the 
Australian Army as a specialist radio and radar communications technician. Grant 
is responsible for all field service requirements and the ATSA Strip and Paint 
facility.

Paul Montgomery – Workshop Manager

Paul holds tertiary qualifications in Electrical, Electronics and Communications 
Engineering and as Workshop Manager he is responsible for all programmed 
and unplanned equipment maintenance activities conducted in the ATSA Service 
Workshop. This includes all customer equipment including underwater vehicles, 
closed circuit TV systems, actuated valves and other electronic and electro-
mechanical components.

Andrew Roth – Purchasing Manager

As Purchasing Manager, Andrew oversees all purchasing and inventory 
requirements for ATSA and he has developed significant experience in local 
sourcing of parts for overseas equipment designs. Andrew holds tertiary 
qualifications in Electrical Engineering and has successfully completed the 
Defence-run Integrated Logistics Support course.

José Mare – Research Engineer

Dr. Mare is ATSA’s in-house specialist in PLC and SCADA programming. He is 
a degree-qualified Electronics Engineer and has a Doctorate in Control Theory. 
José leads ATSA’s R&D department and actively participates in key technical 
conferences.
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Facilities
Our 500m² humidity controlled workshop is efficiently arranged for to ensure care 
and effective management of customer equipment when in ATSA’s control. We 
maintain security to meet Defence requirements and our physical controls are 
complemented by our Service Management System database. These systems 
have been continually developed and improved through more than 10 years of 
experience in maintaining equipment for demanding customers operating in harsh 
environments. ATSA’s systems and staff training ensure on-time and on-budget 
turnaround of all service work with the customer kept fully informed at all times.

Our test equipment includes specialised hardware and software such as a 
complete reference set of Double Eagle Mk II shipboard equipment used 
to service, maintain and upgrade Navy mission-critical systems. We keep 
this equipment carefully maintained to support the manufacture, repair and 
maintenance of customer systems of all types. Our workshop incorporates the 
following features: 

 • 1-tonne traveling crane

 • Vacuum chamber

 • Humidity control

 • Hydrostatic pressure testing to 50 BAR

    Strip & Spray

 • Full down draft heated spray booth

 • Advanced Media Blasting

 • Grit blasting cabinet

Servicing the world’s most advanced Unmanned Underwater Vehicles requires 
world-class testing facilities. ATSA has a unique 250,000 litre testing tank that 
allows full function and manoeuvrability testing for submerged vehicles. With 
a depth of 5 metres and a diameter of 8 metres the tank is dedicated purely 
to servicing operations, ensuring that equipment is back in service within the 
shortest possible time.

ATSA also boasts a humidity-controlled workshop, complete with in-depth fault 
finding equipment. This completes the suite of facilities required for through-life 
support.

ATSA’s workshop facility
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Defence 

ATSA’s specialist engineering skills and experience in defence and naval 
engineering combined with a successful track record in completing major projects 
has earned ATSA an enviable reputation in the defence sector. 

ATSA has extensive experience in the following naval platforms:

 • DDG, FFG and ANZAC — destroyers and frigates

 • Hunt, Sandown and Huon Class ships — minehunters

 • Kanimbla and Manoora LPA — naval supply vessels

Mine Counter Measure Systems
One of ATSA’s key specialties is its operational and maintenance capability for 
mine detection equipment.

Double Eagle Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV)

Saab Underwater Systems has selected ATSA to be their long-term partner in the 
Australasia region for ROV support and has already demonstrated a high level 
of commitment to maximising the technology transfer process and achieving 
partnering synergies. ATSA provides quality systems engineering products for the 
Saab Underwater System Double Eagle Mk II Mine Disposal System in addition to 
warranty assessment, technical investigation, design change development, end 
user training, defect rectification, on-site maintenance support, and test planning 
and conduct.

TMK9 MOD Explosive Cutter

Mechanical minesweeping is still recognised as the most efficient method to 
counter moored mines. The TMk9 Mod Explosive Cutter is amongst the highest 
selling cutters in the world and is in use by more than nine navies. ATSA supports 
this cutter for the Royal Australian Navy and other customers.

Ship Navigation Equipment
ATSA has teamed with Unilux Geomar of Spain to offer high quality ship 
navigation instruments for both commercial and military applications. Unilux 
Geomar is heir to a deep knowledge and experience in professional manufacture 
of instruments for over half a century. 

Product lines include: 
 • Logs and different types of magnetic compasses 

 • Navigation lights for vessels of any length and their corresponding alarm   
   panels complete with automatic switching. 

 • Whistles and sirens for vessels of up to 200 meters and automatically   
   generated acoustic signals for navigation in low visibility conditions.

 
The existing Unilux range of navigation lights can be adapted by means of a 
specialised filter to meet the requirements of STANAG 1445 Stage 2 for GEN 
III Night Vision Goggles. The use of a filter provides the benefit that standard 
lamps can be used in the light assemblies thus providing in ideal solution for 
retrofit or upgrade to existing systems. Together with the Geomar CIC 398-PC 
Navigation Lights Control Panel, a complete system for control and management 
of navigation and upper deck lighting can be provided by ATSA.

Double Eagle ROV

TMK9 MOD Explosive Cutter

Ship Navigation Equipment
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Ship Warfare Systems
Minehunter Coastal Project

In an important study for the Minehunter Coastal project ATSA worked with 
Thales Australia and Saab to design a series of ship trials and instrumented data 
collection tasks to seek the root cause of a significant Combat System tracking 
issue. Trials were conducted on three ships in locations including Jervis Bay and  
Broken Bay. Analyses of the trials data by ATSA lead to recommendations for a 
prototype solution that was successfully trialed. A permanent solution including 
hardware and embedded software designs was developed by ATSA, sea-trailed 
and then retrofitted to all ships of the class. The resultant modification significantly 
improved the tracking issue resulting in an improved success in conducting 
mission critical mine disposal operations in difficult shallow water conditions.

Amphibious and Afloat SPO

ATSA has conducted engineering investigations and trade studies for the 
Royal Australian Navy Amphibious and Afloat Support Systems Program Office 
(AASSPO). Working closely with AASSPO officers and the technical staff for 
HMAS Kanimbla and Manoora investigations into the status and improvements of 
solid waste disposal in amphibious ships were undertaken. In this project, ATSA 
partnered with URS Australia combining capabilities in environmental science and 
systems engineering to provide a complete solution for AASSPO.

Collins Class Submarine

Through KAZ Group Pty Ltd, ATSA provides project management services in 
support of the Royal Australian Navy Collins Class Submarine LAN project. This 
project will provide ship’s staff with faster and better communication with their 
families when at sea. ATSA supports management of all aspects of the installation 
project including liaison with the submarine design authority, Australian Submarine 
Corporation Pty Limited.

Air Warfare Destroyer

For Raytheon Australia ATSA conducted two important studies for the Air Warfare 
Destroyer Project. These studies examined the impact for MARPOL regulations 
on critical ships equipment including the Diesel Generator Engines at the Sewage 
Treatment Plant. Recommendations for modifications to ship systems were made 
for consideration by the Air Warfare Destroyer Alliance.

Section Leader: Darren Burrowes
Email: Darren.Burrowes@atsa.com.au 
Phone: +61 2 4964 3500

RAN Minehunter Coastal HUON Class
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Industrial /Mining 

ATSA offers a full range of design, technical support, repair, testing and consulting 
services to the industrial/mining sector through the following core services:

Electrical
 • Planned maintenance and service of electrical switchboards and distribution   
    panels

 • Service and repair electrically operated actuating valves

 • Supply and installation of Underwater Connectors for equipment used in harsh  
    and wet environments

 • Service and repair of wind speed and direction measuring equipment

 • Re-design, modification and manufacture of  CCTV cameras and ruggedised   
    enclosures

 • Service and repair of trainable stabilised CCTV camera mount

Electronic
 • Software development of embedded systems, including testing

 • PCB manufacture and testing

 • Video systems installation, testing and maintenance

 • Fibre optic terminations, installation and testing

 • Survey and repair electronic counter measures rocket launcher

 • High power switched mode power supplies

Mechanical
 • ATSA’s state-of-the-art Workshop offering repair and remanufacture of   
    mechanical components in stainless steel, ferrous and non ferrous materials,  
    alloys, plastics and composite materials

 • Specialised surface treatment of materials and assemblies

 • Assembly and testing of parts and sub assemblies

 • Thermostatic valve overhaul

 • Engine manifold repairs and painting

 • Design and supply vacuum pump assemblies

 • Survey and repair axial flow fans and fan coil unit

Manufacturing
ATSA has production capability for low volume, high quality manufacture of 
electronic, electrical and electro-mechanical systems, covering the full lifecycle of 
manufacturing:

 • Upgrade and modification to address obsolescence or customer unique   
   requirements

 • Production planning, material selection and sourcing, kitting and production   
   design

Electrical Switchboard

Remote Camera Winch
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 • Manufacture of mechanical components, integration and testing

 • Objective Quality Evidence (OQE), delivery documentation and maintenance   
   manuals

 • Manufacture Automatic Tension Control Winch

Advanced Media Blasting
ATSA has developed its own Strip and Spray facility to provide high quality 
preparation and advanced protective coating systems for new equipment or 
components which are undergoing overhaul or after manufacture.

With the precision work that ATSA undertakes, considerable care needs to be 
taken to clean components without damaging mechanical assemblies (seals, 
bearings etc). ATSA’s Strip and Spray facility uses non-abrasive food grade baking 
soda under low pressure to remove grease, paint and surface imperfections prior 
to high quality paint application.

Section Leader: Neil Hodges
Email: Neil.Hodges@atsa.com.au 
Phone: +61 2 4964 3500

Full down draft Spray Booth Stainless Steel Fire Damping  
Unit after Soda blasting
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Consulting
In the provision of professional engineering services, ATSA has been nominated 
as a Defence Recognised Supplier (Strategic Services) to the Australian Defence 
Materiel Organisation.

ATSA’s engineering expertise is in the design or re-engineering of complex electro-
mechanical systems for applications in harsh environments — marine, industrial  
and mining. 

Design
ATSA is experienced in design of integrated electro-mechanical systems including 
testing, commissioning and troubleshooting. With significant experience in the 
management of whole-of-life support over long durations ATSA has experience 
in design and re-engineering of components and sub assemblies resulting 
from obsolescence issues as original components become unavailable or 
uneconomical to repair.

This design, re-engineering and technical support capability extends to cover 
electrical, mechanical and electronic applications.

Electrical

 • Tether Connector MkII including electrical and optical design 

 • Portable Operator Control box, including casing, joystick controls and display  
    mounting

 • Circuit design and protection systems

 • Overhaul and service of High Voltage 1500VAC  
   10A Power Supply

Mechanical

 • Overhaul and service of  Automatic Tension Control Winch including Full Load  
    and Functional Test

 • Service and certification of lifting appliances for marine use

 • ATSA staff are trained and experience in 3D solids modelling using    
    “SolidWorks”

 • Redesign and optimsation of actuation systems

 • Inspection, development of repair methods and test of pressure vessels due to  
   degradation from harsh marine environments

 • Design and manufacture of epoxy plastic components for machining on   
   multiple-axis machining centres

Electrical and Data Communications

 • Software engineering systems design, development and testing

 • Embedded systems software development and testing

 • PCB design, manufacture and testing

 • Video systems installation, testing and maintenance

 • Fibre optic terminations, installation and testing

 • High power switched mode power supplies 

 • Data communications via Ethernet, RS232, RS485 and CANBus

High Voltage & Fibre Optic 
Connector

ATC Winch

Serial Depth modification for RAN
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Systems Engineering
ATSA provides integration and coordination services for complex electro-
mechanical equipment in the following areas:

Systems

 • Development and review of system engineering management plans

 • Development and review of system, sub-system and interface specifications

 • Development and review of test and evaluation management plans

 • Conduct of engineering investigation and trade studies

 • Development of engineering change proposals to SPO requirements

Combat System Engineering

 • Concept of operations

 • Development of functional performance specifications

 • Interface control of working groups

 • Set-to-work and testing

Platform Engineering

 • Planning and conduct of system testing and trials, including sea trials

 • Installation and removal routes

 • Familiar with naval platforms in destroyers, frigates, minehunters and supply   
    vessels

Core Design Technologies

ATSA uses the following core technologies in its daily engineering activities:

 • SolidWorks

 • AutoCAD

 • Altium Designer 

 • Prince2 Project Management methodology

 • Crystal Reports

 • MatLab

 • Test tank 

 • Diagnostic software and equipment

Scheduled service work

ATSA’s test tank
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Project Management
ATSA Defence Services is recognised as a Registered Project Management 
Organisation by the Australian Institute of Project Management. Our experienced 
staff are formally trained in project management techniques and we have the 
experience and capability to address complex project management needs. 

ATSA can provide personnel with the following project experience offering: 

 • Technical input to Operational Concept Definition 

 • Asset life cycle management including Baseline Management throughout the  
   product lifecycle: 

  - Concept 

  - In-Service Support 

  - Disposal 

 • Requirements Management 

 • Conduct of design reviews to MIL-STD-490

 • System safety studies 

Examples of projects completed

Fleet Information Systems Support Organisation

Through KAZ Group Pty Ltd, ATSA provides project management services in 
support of the Royal Australian Navy Collins Class Submarine LAN project. This 
project will provide ship’s staff with faster and better communication with their 
families when at sea. ATSA supports management of all aspects of the installation 
project including liaison with the submarine design authority, ASC Limited.

The key ATSA person managing this is Jennylee Taylor.

RPDE Expeditionary MCM Trials

In May 2007 ATSA supported Saab 
Underwater Systems in conducting highly 
successful Expeditionary Mine Counter 
Measures (MCM) trials for the Rapid 
Prototyping, Development and Evaluation 
(RPDE) Program at Jervis Bay. These trials 
required transport of two complex Unmanned 
Underwater Vehicles from Sweden to 
Australia, shakedown trials in Port Stephens 
and final demonstrations at Jervis Bay.

The complex logistics for deployment of 
the large International team together with 
the necessary equipment were successfully 
managed by Jennylee Taylor. All trials were 
completed on-time and to budget.

FFG In-Service Support

In early 2008 ATSA supported Kellogg Brown & Root (KBR) and Rolls Royce in 
preparation of a submission for Integrated Materiel Support (IMS) for the RAN FFG 
frigates. ATSA consultants drafted major elements of the submission including 
the Engineering Support Management Plan and the Verification and Validation 
Plan. Detailed work plans and schedules were also developed to support the 
submission. Review of the submission was completed together with the full team 

RPDE Expeditionary MCM Trial
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to ensure a complete, consistent and high quality deliverable.

This Support project was managed by Darren Burrowes. 

Management Tools

ATSA uses the following tools in executing projects:

ATSA’s in-house developed Service Management System is key to the 
management of all service activity. This system provides for tracking of work done 
on all equipment at the serial number level leading to development of a database 
of equipment history. Jobs are broken down into task activities and standard 
tasks have been developed to ensure consistency of work. Complete customer 
reporting is supported so the Objective Quality Evidence can be provided as a 
standard product of ATSA service activity.

The Service Management System includes a database of all system parts to 
enable rapid identification of parts when surveying and quoting work. Growth 
in service tasks is tightly managed through a Project Improvement Notice (PIN) 
process ensuring that additional tasks are rapidly flagged to the customer for 
review and approval.

Scheduling of standard service work is managed through the Service 
Management System while for complex projects MS Project is used together with 
Project Management Plans for complete project management.

 • Configuration management including the use of specialised systems

 • Critical path scheduling using MS Project 

Test and Acceptance Trials
ATSA is experienced in the following:

 • Development of robust test regimes

 • Set-to-work, harbour and sea trials

 • Development of the acceptance case

 • Tank trials and testing

 • Bench testing

ATSA’s Service Management System
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Training
ATSA provides training services following refits and equipment rebuilds 
incorporating:

 • Sea trials

 • “At sea” training exercises in mine disposal

 • Eight day Mine Disposal System technical course

 • Specialised equipment operation

Research and Development
In addition to its regular operations, ATSA is proud to conduct an active 
Research and Development (R&D) program to seek out innovative methods 
and new products for application across defence, marine and industrial/mining 
applications. As an example, ATSA is currently developing a shallow water mine 
detection vehicle, incorporating innovative underwater communication systems 
— the first of its kind in the world. This unit known as SeaVision is due for 
commercialisation in 2011.

ATSA has also conducted R&D projects on behalf of clients.

• For Saab - Investigate cause of damage and provided recommended solutions 
for the “Warshot Float”. The Principal Investigator was Darren Burrowes.

• For Thales Australia - ATSA developed a method to integrate the AMI Sonar into 
the Double Eagle vehicle. ATSA designed the modifications, built the prototype 
and tested the recommended solution. The Chief Designer and Tester was Darren 
Burrowes.

• For DSTO - ATSA tank tested the Danish Mine Disposal Charge assisting in 
vehicle integration and operation. The Tank Testing program was managed by Neil 
Hodges.

Contact ATSA now for further information and to discuss the unique needs of your 
project. 

Section Leader: Jennylee Taylor
Email: Jenny.Taylor@atsa.com.au
Phone: +61 2 4964 3500

AMI Sonar in Double Eagle ROV SeaVision AUV R&D
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Marine

SeaVision Technologies
SeaVision is the equipment and component arm of ATSA supplying a range of 
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and products for ocean and waterways 
investigation.

SeaVision is an authorised distributor for Saab Seaeye underwater vehicles in 
Australia. Seaeye is widely regarded as the leading supplier to the offshore oil and 
gas industry. The vehicles can also be used for security, diver support, salvage 
and naval tasks as well as for coastal and inshore operations such as observation, 
inspection, environmental work, deep tunnel penetration and survey operations.

Seaeye Remote Operated Vehicle

AC-CESS Remotely Operated Vehicle

SeaVision is a distributor for the AC-CESS AC-ROV. The AC-ROV is a portable 
one case system with an intuitive hand-controller and simple setup. The ingress 
capability, mobility and robustness set the AC-ROV apart from other systems. 

Connectors

SeaVision Technologies is pleased to distribute products supplied by SubConn® 
Inc. and the MacArtney Underwater Technology Group. SubConn® and 
MacArtney have been supplying the world’s leading range of underwater 
pluggable electrical connectors to the demanding underwater industry for over 30 
years. SeaVision has extensive experience in specifying, installing and adapting 
underwater connectors to ROVs and other underwater applications.

Standard Circular Series

The standard circular SubConn® connector is the original 
underwater mateable connector and is still the most popular 
connector type today. The range is the preferred choice for 
underwater applications, and has earned a well-deserved 
reputation for being cost efficient and rugged solution for 
underwater and harsh environments. 

Metal Shell Series

The SubConn® metal shell series is designed for rugged 
applications, such as ROV and geophysical operations. The 
series consists of metal shell flange mounts and through 
bulkhead standard circular series connectors, which mate 
with the corresponding standard circular inline connectors, 
dummy plugs and locking sleeves.

Seaeye Falcon & Falcon DR AC-ROV
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Power Series

The SubConn® Power series was introduced to meet 
the growing demand for increased power requirements 
in underwater systems. There are currently 4 standard 
connectors in the series and a number of “special” 
connectors.

Penetrators

Penetrators are used in many underwater applications as an 
economic alternative where the use of a connector pair is not 
required. The standard penetrator series is based on industry 
standard flange and bulkhead mounted stainless steel bodies 
and is available in four shell sizes. Both in-line and right angle 
designs are available in polyurethane and neoprene.

Ethernet Cable

This first high speed underwater communications system 
with true Ethernet type performance is based on industry 
standard SubConn® connector systems that are tried and 
trusted in the underwater technology industry. The SubConn® 
Underwater Ethernet Cable offers a true system approach.

Mouldings

As authorised agents for SubConn® ATSA can supply standard and special 
mouldings.

SubConn® is the original, and still leading supplier of moulding, with over 30 years 
experience in supplying high quality, durable moulding from cable-to-connector or 
cable-to-cable to underwater customers across the globe. 

ATSA has a wide range of mouldings from standard cables to connectors, and 
from cable to cable, including Y and T mouldings. SubConn®’s unique program 
also includes moulding neoprene to polyurethane. 

Tracking Devices

SeaVision Technologies is an  authorised distributor of products supplied by 
Sonotronics. 

Sonotronics Inc is a leader in the manufacturing of ultrasonic tracking equipment 
related to the underwater tracking of marine animals, equipment marking and 
other marine applications.

Sonotronics specialises in implementing the latest technologies and providing 
economic solutions to customers’ needs. Sonotronics products include a wide 
variety of ultrasonic transmitters with various combinations of lifetime, size, range  
and telemetry options.

Sonotronics is the leader in pinger development for a variety of oceanographic 
needs. The pingers have been used to relocate current meters, ROV/AUV/UUV 
vehicles, deep ocean sites, divers and many other subsea applications.

Section Leader: Andrew Roth
Email: Andrew.Roth@atsa.com.au
Phone: +61 2 4964 3500

Cable Moulding

Sonotonics Underwater Receiver

AC-CESS
Remotely Operated Vision and Sense
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